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ABSTRACT

Endowed with 3,260 km of coastal line and 112 estuaries, Vietnam has a high potential for
aquaculture development. However, long coastal line is also embedded with natural high risks under
climate changes and sea level rise. Vietnam is ranked at the 18th in the 2015 world risk index and the
vulnerability index of 50.9%. Relying on coastal resources, aquatic farmers have adopted a number of
strategies to cope with aquaculture risks. By using the OECD holistic approach, this research used several
research tools to identify farmer’s performance on clam farming practices and their risk management
strategies (RMS) in Thaibinh province (the largest area of the clam production in the north and north
central coastal part of Vietnam). RSMs are found of diversification and flexibility among farmers. For
production risks, the RSMs are: (1) enlarging clam raising size and (2) actively controlling clam production
by experience and technical innovations. For market risks, the RSM is searching for more clam market
channels in both input and output market. For financial risks, RSMs are (1) securing family from clam
farming loss by diversifying livelihood activities and (2) accessing secure financial sources in term or
interest and bond conditions. Although some RSMs had resulted positive impacts but in overall, the clam
farming risks have not managed well by those strategies due to the limitation in capacity of households
comparing with level of risks. To cope better with different risks in clam sector, besides the adjustment in
RSMs of farmers themselves, it is necessary to have the intervention from government (from national to
local level) to address the aquaculture risks which the farmers cannot handle by themselves, such as (1)
addressing the issue of polluted wastewater to the clam field; and (2) more focusing in supporting farmer in
linkages to the both formal financial market and output market. In addition, supports for technical training
targeting on improving farmer’s skills and knowledge in farming decision making and market information is
also of high value to clam farmers in coping with farming risks.

Keywords: Clam, farmer, risk management strategies, Thaibinh province.

1. INTRODUCTIONRisks are often more embedded inagricultural production and business sectorwhich largely depend on external factors.Agricultural risks are basically categorizedinto five types, such as: production risk,marketing risk, financial risk, legal risk and

human one (N.Musser and F.Partrick 2002).Agricultural risks can cause large losses forfarmers and traders. However, as driven bycommercialization, many farmers are tryingto spend more investment for their farms,without adequate agricultural riskmanagement and mitigation strategies. Asconsequences, many rural households have
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been suffered losses in agriculturalproduction (Minot and Hill 2007).Given a longer production cycle, as wellas more initial investments needed, aquaticfarms are often faced with a higher risk ascompared to farmers of annual cropproduction (Engle 2010), especially in thecontext of climate changes and theirunpredicted hydrological cycle changes.Handosyde el al., (2006) and Silva and Soto,2009 (cited in (Barange and Perry 2009),noted that climate changes have causedvarious impacts on aquaculture in bothdirect and indirect ways, exaggerating stressand vulnerability of this sector, thus with ahigher loss probability. Meanwhile,aquaculture production and its share of thefisheries market are predicted to expandcontinuously as it’s set to play anincreasingly important role in meetingincreasing global demand on aquaticproducts (Handisyde, Ross et al., 2006).These two trends will probably exaggeraterisks in the aquatic sector which requiremore active and effective actions andstrategies of different actors involved in thesector to help farmers better capable incoping with risks. Ability to survive and/orrecover from aquatic farming risks variesamong different farms. It could be largelythat farmers have various options andstrategies in managing and coping withagricultural risks, varying in differentfarming contexts and risk scope andnature. Household’s risk managementstrategies have thus certain impacts onreducing farmer’s vulnerability as well asimproving their resilience towards risks(Engle 2010).Thaibinh province has the largest clamfarming area and production among coastalprovinces in the north Vietnam(ThaibinhDARD 2014). In the early 1990s,increased market demand for clam coupledwith a reduction of wild clam had created a

demand for clam production, started with asmall area of about 150 ha. Clam productionarea was slowly expanded in the followingyears and increased to 500 ha in 2006. In2009, local governments started payingattention to clam production through zoningand bidding production area with somefinancial supports to farmers. However,government policies/interventions on clam-farming land-use were officially launched in2011. Clam production area quicklyincreased, especially in 2011 and 2012.Given bad hits on clam farming productivityand market demand and price, clamproduction area expansion was slow down infollowing years.The increase in clam production areacoupled with higher farming clam densityresulted in a sharp increase in clamproduction, especially in 2009 and 2010.However, increased natural and artificialdisasters and low quality of clam breeds (seefurther below) had resulted in a sharpreduction of clam yield in 2011. Since then,clam yield fluctuated around 18 tons/ha(Figure 1). Clam market price was onincreased trend in the period of 2006-2009.In this period, clam was considered as a“golden” farming subsector in Thaibinh aswell as in other coastal provinces havingclam farming practices in the wholeVietnam. However, shortly enjoying suchgolden period, farmers were faced withreduced clam market price and increasedclam farming risks in the following years.These combining impacts have caused asharp reduction in clam gross output of theprovince ( Figure 2).The largely fluctuated trend of clamyield and market price reflects intensity ofrisks. Different from other aquaculturalanimals like shrimp, craps, and fishes,clam production cycle is relatively longer,i.e., two to three years, and morevulnerable to risks , both natural and
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artificial ones. Clam farming losses havedriven thousands of farmers intounderemployment and even financial debttraps. After the market shock in 2012, theloan provided to 1,752 clam farmers andenterprises were VND 457.6 billion which
has been difficult to retaken by the banks. InNamthinh commune, financial value ofunmarketable clam was estimated at aboutVND 160 billion. In addition, un-harvestedclam farms accounted for 70% of total clamfarming areas (Tú 2013).

Figure 1. Clam production area and yield (2006-2014)
Source: Thaibinh Statistical Office, 2015

Figure 2. Total gross revenue of clam production (2006-2014)
Source: Thaibinh Statistical Office, 2015
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Figure 3. Map of the research sites

Note: Selected communes for the research Thaibinh province

However, there are small number offarmers still survive relatively well despiteclam production and market risks. What arerisk management strategies that thesesuccessful farmers developed and adoptedthat have survived them from clam farmingand marketing risks? This is the majorresearch question of this paper. In specific,the paper aims to provide empirical insightsin to: (1) which are the household riskmanagement strategies for clam farming inThaibinh coastal area? and (2) which are thestrategies or tactics significantlycontributing to farmer’s success in theirhousehold risk management strategies?2. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Study site. Among provinces located inthe coastal line of north and northerncentral of Vietnam, Thaibinh has the largestclam farming areas (i.e., 3,430 ha in 2013),followed by Namdinh (1,710 ha), Thanhhoa(1,200 ha) and Quangninh (1,000 ha)(MARD 2014). According to ThaibinhAgriculture and Fishery Extension Center,salinity in estuary areas is just around 1.5-

2.5% with a plentiful source of feeds that isvery favourable for the development ofaquaculture in the province. Total estuaryarea having potential for aquaculture isaround 17,000 ha (Nguyên 2013) of which15,119 ha (or roughly 89% of the totalestuary area) have been brought intoaquaculture production. In 2013, totalaquaculture production generated a value ofVND 723 billion (based on fix-price level in1994) for the Thaibinh province(ThaiBinhDARD 2014).Out of 12 communes farming clamalong 50 km coastal line of Thaibinhprovince, three communes were selected forthe research because these have the largestarea as well as the longest history of clamproduction in the whole province (seeFigure 3). This allows a better trace of clamfarming risks and farmer’s resiliencecapacity development and strategies incoping with risks in a relatively long periodof time (i.e., 2006-2014). There was a totalof 1,310 households raising clam in thesethree communes at the time this researchwas conducted.
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Data collection. Fieldwork activitieswere carried out in the study site from8/2014 to 4/2015. In addition to secondarydata obtained from local government officesand published papers/reports, the threemajor research tools were used to gatherinformation on clam production, marketing,farming and marketing risks, and farmer’scapacity and strategies to deal withdifferent clam farming risks in the periodof 2006-2014. The main data collectiontools are:
(1) Focus Group Discussion (FGDs). OneFGD was conducted in each selected communewith a participation of 8-10 farmers havingexperience with clam farming and marketing.FGDs aimed to explore historical trend of clamproduction and market, and the name ofhousehold risk management strategies whichhave been applied in research area and thecharacteristics of households which probablyimpacted to the applications of thosestrategies.
(2) Household survey: The sample size ofhouseholds for the survey was calculated bythe equation:

2 2

2 2 2
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* *x
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(1)

In which: “n” (sample size); “N” (totalhouseholds in research site) =1,310;“t”(confidence interval) = 2.17 (with 97%confidence level). Sample variance andsample errors were estimated based on thetrial survey (on the total loss area for eachhousehold) of 31 households from the threecommunes. The statistic results of thesurvey showed the amount of samplevariance ( )=194.88 and sample errors (∆) = 2.52. The actual sample size was thenneeded to be increased from 137 to 157since the sample from Thai Do communewas increased from 11 to 31 in order to

have sufficient number of households to berepresentative of the commune.Case study: Several cases had beenstudied with in-depth interviews to explainfor the quantitative analysis results from dataof household survey.Data analysis. In this research, factoranalysis is applied to define the impact ofhousehold’s characteristics to theapplications of household risk managementstrategies. It is then followed by adiscriminant analysis to measure the level ofimpacts of each tactic in household riskmanagement strategies to the performance ofthree clam farmer groups, which have thedifference in the results of their riskmanagement strategies.
3. CLAM FARMING RISKS AND HOUSEHOLDRISK MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES
3.1. Clam farming risksMajority of clam farmers experiencedfarming risks (i.e., 86% of the surveyhouseholds underwent at least one massiveloss of clam production so far), that is similarto the result in the research on clam farmingproductivity in some coastal provinces in theNorth and Northern Central Vietnam (Thuyếtand Dũng 2013). Most serious risk has beenof high clam mortality rate during farmingprocess because of unsecure quality ofjuvenile clam; uncontrolled water source;natural disasters such as flood, storms, anddrought (for shallow raising areas) (Lebailly,Bui Thi et al. 2015). In addition, market riskscaused by reduced market demand and pricehave been increasingly plagued farmers inrecent years. Many farmers have beentrapped into financial debts without ability toescape. Rate ofloss in clam investment is estimated at
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52% in Thaibinh province in the period of2006-2014.1Results from survey revealed that riskswhich make clam farmers most worried arethe high mortality rate (production risk) andthe sudden reduced clam market prices(market risk). In recent years, those riskshappened quite frequently and have causedserious losses. Clam farmers have evenaccepted 30% as the mortality rate for anormal clam farming cycle. However, since2009, the mortality rate had increased up to40%-55%, mainly caused by polluted waterdischarged from inlands or by the extremeweather events (storms or hot weather). Inparallel, reduced clam market prices since2012 led to extreme chaos in clamproduction sector. The fluctuation in clamfarming productivity and price causes aseriously financial impact to farmers.Hundreds of billion VND investment losteach year in the period of 2012 - 2014.Thousands of farmer have been faced withbankrupt. About 457.6 billion VNDborrowed from banks couldn’t be paid backyet (Long 2013). In group of 157interviewed households, 16% stopped theirclam farming as the result of capitalbankrupt; 38 % had to sell their fix assets(like houses, cars, motorbike or evenclam fields) to have money to repayborrowed loans.Different from other farminginvestments that have a relative definiteharvest time, clam harvest can be extendedrelatively long, up to 1 to 2 years. However,the longer clams stay in the field, the moreproduction risks for farmers caused by badweather events or polluted waterdischarges. To cope with these risks, clamfarmers have developed some farming
1 Resulted from Monte Carlo Simulation by application of

Crystal Ball software, based on production data’s
collected from household survey.

strategies, which are going to present in thefollowing sections.
3.2. Farmer’s Risk Management
Strategies (RMSs)There are several RMSs were appliedwith numerous tactics in farmerhouseholds in order to manage the clamfarming risk and to reduce the vulnerabilitylevel probably caused by risks (Table 1).The number of tactics applied in eachhousehold were different, as it depended onthe household characteristics.Reducing the mortality rate is crucialpurpose in RMSs of clam farmers. For thispurpose, there are two main strategiesnamely enlarging clam plots size (RMS1)and actively controlling clam production byfarming experience and innovations(RMS2).According to Decision 11/2012/QD-UBND for clam farming land-usereallocation to farm households, each clamplot should not be bigger than 2 ha.However, according to farmers, small areanot only cost farmers more for labor (suchas farming practices and protection) andfacility investments (such as living shed,boat, protection fences) but alsodisadvantage for raising clams at differentages.2 For this strategy, there have been twostrategies applied by farmers. The firststrategy is to hire land from other farmersnearby. After 2013, a number of farmershave given up their clam farming because

2 Normally, clams of different ages are raised
separately, i.e. close to harvest, young, juvenile.
However, as revealed by farmers, big raising plot will
allow them to combine raising clams at different age,
simply separated by a net system. This better allow
farmers coping with market risks and production risks
(because different clams have different sensitivity to
extreme weathers or pollutants discharged from inlands.
Moreover, investment on (super) juvenile clams is not
much. Once juvenile clams grow and ready for
commercial production, mortality rate will reduce
because clams have been familiar with local production
conditions.
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of the previous farming losses. About 50% ofthese farmers agreed to rent out their landto neighbours and among the surveyedfarmers, 70 hire additional lands to enlargetheir clam farming plots. As a result, averageclam raising plot is 2.46 ha and 2.90 ha inDongminh and Namthinh commune,respectively while only 1.68 ha in Thaidocommune. The second is to form “joint-groups” among farmers who owned the plotclose to each other for large raising plots. In2011, there is 21% of clam farmers inDongminh and 46% in Namthinh communesdecided to group themselves to enlargefarming plot to save production costs andminimize production risks.RMS2 is adopted by farmers who knowwhich intertidal area is safer and better forclam production as well as dangerousperiods in the year for clams. There havebeen three relevant tactics adopted byfarmers. The first tactic (T2.1) was biddingplots that are good for clam raisingaccording to farmer’s experience. However,this tactic was applied in Dongminh andNamthinh where the local governmentallowed farmers to bid with specific land-use renting price (while in Thaido commune,the place of land was assigned by randomballot selecting). For the second tactic(T2.2), farmers try to control starting time ofclam cycle and/or juvenile age to minimizeimpacts of weather shocks on young clamsand harvest clams before storm season. Thistactic is not too complicated but not easy forall farmers since it requires farmer’s abilityto purchase juvenile clam and access tomarket for selling harvested clams in thetime they prefer. Besides, it required thecareful observations and experiencesbecause the best time for clam productiondepends on the characteristic of clam raisingzones even plots which are corresponding

with sea currents and nutrient availability.Among the surveyed households, about 55%are confident on following this tactic. Inaddition, pressure from risks also helpedinitiating some innovations associated withclam production at local level to improveclam production as well as to reduce lossrate such as fill-in new sand into clam plots(to reduce pollution and enrich nutrient forclams); better fencing and cleaning practices(for fencing net systems) 71% of surveyedclam farmers in Thaibinh had applied thosetechniques innovations, but in differentlevels.In parallel with coping with productionrisks, farmers also developed strategies fordealing with market risks. To reduce losscaused by reduced price and/or lack of clammarket, farmers tried to search for moreclam market channels, for both input andoutput market (RMS3). For input market,there are two main sources for farmer tobuy juvenile clam, and 56% of surveyedhouseholds purchase juvenile clams fromproducers in Namdinh province while 18%directly from wholesalers in commune. Therest (26%) started from juvenile nurserypractices (those juvenile clams were in verysmall size, i.e. 100,000 heads of clam/kg) toreduce cost of purchasing juvenile clam aswell as to be more independent for theirclam practices. For selling adult clam, whilein 2006-2012 there are two type ofcollectors: local and external ones. In thisperiod, 52 % of farmers sold clams toexternal collectors because these offeredhigher price than local ones. Some externalcollectors did not pay farmers aftercollecting clams. From middle of 2012afterward when clam market price gettingdown, external clam collectors suddenlydisappeared.
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Table 1. Households Risk Management Strategies in clam farming

Clam farming
risks Strategy Tactics Code of

tactic
% of HSH

applied

Production risk RMS1: Enlarging clam
plots size

Hiring land T1.1 15%

Forming up share group T1.2 40%

RMS2: Actively controlling
clam production by farming
experience and innovation

Choosing good place for clam plot (1) T2.1 50%

Actively controlling the point for starting &
harvesting the clam crop

T2.2 55%

Applying techniques innovations T2.3 71%

Market risk: RMS3: Searching for more
clam market channels, for
both input and output
market

Actively searching for good juvenile clam
source

T3.1 84%

Diversifying in clam selling channel (2) T3.2 52%

Financial Risk: RMS4: Diversifying
livelihood activities

Carrying out other aquaculture activities T4.1 52%

Carrying out rice production T4.2 64%

Carrying out livestock activities T4.3 20%

Carrying out other activities T4.4 74%

RMS5: Accessing to more
secured sources of capital

Using family/relatives saving money T5.1 82%

Forming up share group T1.2 40%

Trying in access the formal credit market T5.3 79%

Notes:(1): Applied only in Dongminh and Namthinh commune, (2): Applied only before 2014

For financial risk management, havingalternative income source is a central theme inRMSs of clam households. There are twostrategies contributing to secure householdsfrom clam farming loss are: (1) diversifyinglivelihood activities (RMS4); and (2) accessingto more secured sources of capital (RMS5).RMS4 is considered as a strategy to fulfilhousehold daily spending and contribute todebt payment when clam farming facing withloss. All of clam households have otherlivelihood activities other than clamproduction. For instance, households havingother aquatic production such as shrimp andfishes account for 52 % of total surveyedhouseholds. Households having paddy riceproduction, livestock raising are 64%, 20% ofthe total surveyed households, respectively.The reason of RMS5 because the nature ofhigh capital requirement of clam farming and

the uncertain of financial market in recentyears, farmers had to try to access to moresecured financial sources, for instance: (1)T5.1: Using family/relatives saving money:(2): T5.3: Trying to access formal credits withlower interest rates; and (2) T1.2: Forming up“self-credit groups” which can providemembers a certain volume of money whennecessary. The extent of relying on differentfinancial sources also very much depends onprospects of clam production and marketing.For example, for 94 households who startedclam cycle in 2012, 34% used their owncapital and/or from self-credit groups, 49%borrowed from formal credit market and 17%borrowed from informal credit market. In2013, those figures were 39%, 49 % and 12%,respectively. In whole period 2006-2014,roughly 70% of farmer’s investments andreinvestments (after facing with farming
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losses caused by risks) originated from(formal and/or informal) credit systems.Meanwhile, by September 2013, there were1,752 borrowing applications from farmersand small enterprises for money to investinto clam production, with a total cashamount of 457.6 billion VND from statebanking systems (Long 2013). This amountwas just equal to one-third of the total cashrequirement from farmers for clamproduction. From 2006-2014, amongsurveyed households, there were 81 turns ofborrowing from informal credit systems (toinvest on clam production or to repay overduedebts of the banks or private creditors).
3.3. Evaluation the results of RMSsIn overall, results of RMSs adopted byfarmers in clam farming have broughtvarying results to different farmers indifferent locations. For instance, amongsurveyed households, 15% reported thatthey have been successful in all clam cycleswhilst 18% lost in all clam farming efforts,among these households, 8 stopped clam

farming after experiencing loss in the firstclam cycle. There was even one farmer whojoined in 8 farmer’s groups with 8 clamraising plots in 2012-2013, and all failed.To understand hidden reasons which causedthe difference in performance and resilienceof clam households, those 157 householdshad been classified into 3 groups based onprofits/losses in clam production and theirrecovery from losses (Table 2).Discriminant analysis test had revealedthat among 13 tactics mentioned above, atsignificant level 5% there were only 7 tacticshad critically impacted to the result of RMSsin clam farming households (Table 3), namely(1) T4.1: Carrying out other aquacultureactivities; (2) T2.3: Applying techniquesinnovations; (3) T2.2: Actively controlling thepoint for starting & harvesting the clam crop:(4) T5.1: Using family/relatives savingmoney; (5) T4.2: Carrying out riceproduction; (6): T1.1: Hiring land; (7) T4.3:Carrying out livestock activities.

Table 2. Clam farming performance in 157 surveyed households (Period: 2006-2014)
Profit/Loss results in clam crops Number of households

Gain in all clam crops 23(1)

Resilience after clam losses

Restarted(a) and Recovered(b) Restarted but not Recovered yet Not restarted

Percentage of loss crops < 20% 8 8(1) 0 0

Percentage of loss crops > =20% 98 39(2) 49(3) 10(3)

Lost in all clam crops 28 0 20(3) 8(3)

Notes: (a): Restarted: Household restarted a new clam crop after the loss in previous clam crop;
(b): Recovered: The loss from previous clam crops had been covered by the profit of the clam crops started after that;
(1): Classified in Group A: Households had not been impacted, or had been slightly impacted by the risks and good resilience (31
households);
(2): Classified in Group B: Household had seriously impacted by the clam farming risks but had been able to restart clam
production and recover from losses (39 households);
(3): Classified in Group C: Households had been able to restart clam production but had not yet recovered from losses and

households had been unable to restart clam production (87 households)
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Table 3. Tests of Equality of Group Means

Name and Code of Tactics RMS Wilks'
Lambda F df1 df2 Sig.

T1.1: Hiring land RMS1 .88 4.00 2 60 .02 x

T1.2: Forming up share group .96 1.32 2 60 .28

T2.1: Choosing good place for clam plot RMS2 .92 2.62 2 60 .08

T2.2: Actively controlling the point for starting & harvesting
the clam crop

.73 11.38 2 60 .00 x

T2.3: Applying techniques innovations .61 19.10 2 60 .00 x

T3.1: Actively searching for good juvenile clam source RMS3 .99 .11 2 60 .90

T3.2: Diversifying in clam selling channel .99 .19 2 60 .83

T4.1: Carrying out other aquaculture activities RMS4 .42 41.58 2 60 .00 x

T4.2: Carrying out rice production .83 6.25 2 60 .00 x

T4.3: Carrying out livestock activities .89 3.88 2 60 .03 x

T4.4: Carrying out other activities .99 .19 2 60 .83

T5.1: Using family/relatives saving money RMS5 .75 10.35 2 60 .00 x

T5.3: Trying in access the formal credit market .92 2.84 2 60 .07

Table 4. Impact of the plot size to the Profit/Cost ratio (Period: 2006-2014)

Groups Statistics Ranks

Groups N Mean SD SE Mean Rank Sum of Ranks

Group1: Plots ≤ 2 ha 458 0.24 1.12 0.05 304.89 139641.50

Group2: Plots > 2ha 181 0.48 1.06 0.08 358.22 64838.50

Mann-Whitney U: 34530.50; Wilcoxon W: 139641.50; Z: -3.29; Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed):.001

Results of RMS1 (with tactic T1.1) wastested by Mann-Whitney U test whichrevealed the differences of profit per costratios between household groups of differentclam plot size (maximum of 2 ha – Group1and larger – Group2) (Table 4). Thedifferences between two groups were causedby three factors, including: (1) Cost: bothvariable and fix cost is found to be inverselycorrelated to the field sizes; (2) Clam density:Plots in Group2 has lower density, thereforelower mortality rate as compared to Group1.Lower density allows clam growing fasterwhich helps shortening clam productioncycle and reducing production risks; and (3)Farming arrangement: Larger plot sizeallows Group2 raising clams in combine

models, which is less risky than the modelraising juvenile clam or adult clam only(according to the experiences of farmers). Asrevealed by farmer’s FGDs, about 10% lower inclam mortality rate in Group2 as compared toGroup1.The tactic T2.2 created good resultbecause the active control over clamproduction cycle helped to reduce themortality rate with juvenile clam andhaving clam harvest before storm season.Parallel with that, the tactic T2.3 withinnovation techniques applied such asdouble net fencing system, fill new sandinto clam raising plots, clam catchingmachine, clam cleaning machine alsocontribute to not only reduction of risks but
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also increase of clam productivity.However, these techniques help farmers tocope relatively good with natural disasters(such as storm, strong wave, lack of food),but not with man-made disasters (i.e.polluted water discharges or clam thief’s)since these are still beyond farmer’scapacity to cope with.The group of tactic T4.1; T4.2; T4.3(RMS4) importantly contributed to thesuccess of household risk management bycreating the financial source for farmers toinvest in clam farming. This is similar to thefindings of Fischerand Buchenrieder (2010)that income diversification is the mostcommon risk management strategies indeveloping countries, as it has manylikenesses to the financial instruments,which consequently reducing the dependenceof them to the debts as well as financials

risks (Harwood, Heifner et al. 1999).Last but not least, tactic T5.1 (RMS5) alsoplayed an important role in risk managementbecause the farmer’s confidence aboutfinancial capacity was one of three importantfactors contributing to household resiliencecapacity to clam farming risks in Thaibinhprovince (Hang, Cuong et al. 2016). The reasonis accessing to informal credits with highinterest rates is easy but risky especially forpoor farmers (Nguyen, James et al. 2013).Informal credits of higher interest rate (5-10%higher than formal credits) and higherpressure for repayment brought poor farmersinto a dilemma of “easy to borrow money butalso easy to fall into debt trap.” Certainly, usingfamily/relatives saving prevented them to fallin that trap, as well as protect farmers fromuncertainty (Hang and Sheng 2005).
Table 5. The difference in application of the tactics of the RMSs in 3 groups

Group A Group B Group C

T1.1: Hiring land 32% 35% -

T2.2: Actively controlling the point for starting & harvesting the clam crop 100% 61% 42%

T2.3: Applying
techniques innovations

Often 58% 67% 13%

Sometimes 39% 23% 39%

Never 3% 10% 48%

T4.1: Carrying out other
aquaculture activities

High contribution 65% 23% -

Moderate Contribution 29% 19% -

Low Contribution - - -

No contribution 6% 58% -

T4.2: Carrying out rice
production

High contribution 3% 6% 32%

Moderate Contribution 23% 32% 45%

Low Contribution 26% 19% 13%

No contribution 48% 42% 10%

T4.3: Carrying out
livestock activities

High contribution 0% - 6%

Moderate Contribution 13% - 23%

Low Contribution 3% - -

No contribution 84% - 71%

T5.1: Using
family/relatives saving
money

Percentage of family/relatives’
money in total capital
investment to clam farming

Mean 27% 24% 6%

Max 100% 50% 13%

Min 0% 0% 0%

Median 11% 22% 11%
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Comparing the RMSs of these 3 groups,several differences were found in theapplication of the RMSs and relatedactivities (Table 5). Although the RMSs andits tactics were not secret for every farmer,there have been constraints for certainhouseholds to follow. For example, toenlarge size of clam raising plot (RMS1),given limitation of financial resource, noneof household in Group C hired additionalland but 45% of them decided to joinfarmer’s groups. Meanwhile, 32% of Group Ahired land and 23% joined farmer’s groups.For farmer’s groups, initially profits wereshared for all members. However, aftersome crops, different interests andcontradictory opinions about clamproduction and RMSs among membersconstraining them for keep going as groupsor further enlarging their clam farmingplots. In 2013, many groups have beenbroken up, mainly caused by differentdecisions on clam selling times andpractices. Similarly, majority of farmers inGroup A and B were able to mobilize theirown savings (or saving from their relatives)for restarting clam production whilst thosesources of farmers in Group C had to financeonly 6% (in average) of total capital neededfor restarting clam production.Diversification of farming practices hasbetter supported for Group A and B thanGroup C.
4. CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONTo cope with risks in clam farmingpractices, farmers have applied severalRMSs, separately or in combination. Forproduction risks, the RSMs are: (1)enlarging clam raising size and (2) activelycontrolling clam production by experienceand technical innovations. For marketrisks, the RSM is searching for more clammarket channels in both input and output

market. For financial risks, RSMs are (1)securing family from clam farming loss bydiversifying livelihood activities and (2)accessing secure financial sources in termor interest and bond conditions. Sometactics had critically impacted to the resultof RMSs, namely (1) T4.1: Carrying outother aquaculture activities; (2) T2.3:Applying techniques innovations; (3) T2.2:Actively controlling the point for starting &harvesting the clam crop: (4) T5.1: Usingfamily/relatives saving money; (5) T4.2:Carrying out rice production; (6): T1.1:Hiring land; (7) T4.3: Carrying outlivestock activities. However, morefarmers have been suffered from clamfarming and marketing losses than thosewith success. The reasons were thedifference in the tactics of each RMSs dueto the limitation in capacity of householdscomparing with level of risks.Apart from the above reasons, thefailures in risks management of majority ofhouseholds (87/159 households insurveyed group) was partly caused by theabsence of RMSs for the man-made risks(such as death clam phenomenon becausethe impacts of waste water from riceproduction activities or from industrialzone). While the success of aquaculture isgreatly dependent on the quality of thecultivating environment, clam farmers inThaibinh have not got an appropriatelystrategy for protecting water environment,except to choose the good place for theclam plots which are far enough frompolluted water flow. Moreover, the non-correspondence RMS3 with the level ofmarket risks also explained for theinefficiency of this RMS despite the effortsof farmers. According to the holisticapproach introduced by OECD (2009),RMSs of households are only efficient inaddressing the risks which are in microlevel. However, due to the level of the
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consequences and likelihoods, the marketrisks and financial risks in clam farmingare at meso/macro level (Hang, Cuong etal. 2015), which really need theinterventions/policies of government(from state to local level) to deal with. Infact, clam farmers in Thaibinh had tried toconnect with input/output market bythemselves, without anysupports/protection from government,even when clam farmers working withstrange foreigners in local area.To cope better with different risks in clamsector, besides the adjustment in RSMs offarmers themselves, it is necessary to havefurther interventions/policies fromgovernment (from national to local level) toaddress the aquaculture risks which thefarmers cannot handle by themselves, suchas (1) addressing the issue of pollutedwastewater to the clam field; and (2) morefocusing in supporting farmer in linkages tothe both formal financial market and outputmarket. In addition, supports for technicaltraining targeting on improving farmer’sskills and knowledge in farming decisionmaking and market information is also ofhigh value to clam farmers in coping withfarming risks. REFERENCES
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